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Conduct Training  
to Build a Culture
of Ethics & Respect

Channel your drive to build and maintain a strong and positive culture, bring your Code of Conduct to life and take the 
guesswork out of conduct training with configurable, legally-vetted, modern and conduct-focused courseware that 
delivers on your organization’s cultural objectives.

Building a strong culture around a shared understanding of regulations and expectations goes beyond protecting 
individuals and organizations against risk – it also has strong ties to increased organizational success. NAVEX’s 
conduct training focuses on legal and ethical situations and the corresponding decisions your employees make 
while conducting business. Due to the variety and potential impact of these decisions, providing your employees 
with best practice approaches and clear organizational expectations helps ensure compliance and alignment to 
your legal and behavioral standards. Built to be configurable to your specific Code and conduct needs, our conduct 
courses speak directly to your organizational needs in a language your employees and stakeholders are familiar 
with and sure to embrace.

Our conduct training courses provide your learners with the tools to make the right choices in challenging, real-
world, business situations, from using social media at work, to speaking up about misconduct, to avoiding conflicts 
of interest. Our approach to storytelling separates NAVEX’s training from the competition. Interactive and scenario-
based content that engages and challenges learners through in-course exercises, helps position your employees 
to apply key lessons to their daily roles. Built on decades of legal and regulatory expertise, NAVEX delivers the most 
timely, relevant and accurate, legally-vetted ethics and compliance training available today. The ability to integrate 
your Code, policies and other internal resources within our courseware ensures your learners understand and retain 
what’s important to your organization.



NAVEX is the worldwide leader in integrated risk and compliance management software and services. Our solutions are trusted by thousands of customers 
around the globe to help them manage risk, address complex regulatory requirements, build corporate ESG programs and foster ethical workplace cultures.
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Relevant and Memorable
NAVEX rebuilds our conduct training courses every two years to allow us to deliver relevant content that is accurate 
and timely, as well as to tackle topics that are top-of-mind for today’s organizations in a way that ensures learner 
connectivity and application in their daily processes and behaviors.

Content that Empowers Ethical Decisions
Our Conduct Training Category presents key issues and challenges in accessible learning situations that allow 
learners to relate to, connect with and better understand the meaning and implication of each lesson. Arm your 
employees with critical behavioral expectations that help them make the right choices when it really matters.

Exclusively Endorsed, Legally Vetted
NAVEX’s conduct training courseware is built by experts in the fields of law, compliance and educational 
development. Each course is vetted by legal experts at the global law firm Baker & McKenzie, and the Association  
of Corporate Counsel, the largest legal association in the world.

Conduct Training Topics Include:
• Careful Communications

• Conflicts of Interest

• Controlling Risks

• Ethical Leadership

• Ethics & Code of Conduct

• Ethics Reporting

• Financial Integrity

• Social Media

• Standards of Conduct for Your 
Third Parties

• Technology Use & Security

• Whistleblowing, Reporting & 
Retaliation

• Workplace Privacy
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